
Welcome to the wonderful world of  The Enchanting ABC!

This free downloadable book includes 26 pages for your little loves to illus-
trate! All the words are from our best selling book The Enchanting ABC. 

A couple of  notes:

• This download is strictly for personal use only. 
• Copyright applies to all of  the original text and illustrations in The           
Enchanting ABC. 
• This book is not to be redistributed, printed (except for personal                         
         use) or copied in any way. 

You may notice the fonts are slightly different to our original book. This is 
to protect the original book and it’s contents. 

For those that wish to purchase an original copy of  The Enchanting ABC 
please follow the below link.

The Enchanting ABC

If  you have any questions or problems with the download please let me 
know.

I hope your little loves enjoy illustrating this book as much as I have 
enjoyed creating it. 

Jess x

https://adoredillustrations.com.au/collections/books/products/the-enchanting-abc
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A   is for angel
   adoring her 
                     alluring wand



B

is for butterfly
     with beautiful, 
         bountiful wings



is for butterfly
     with beautiful, 
         bountiful wings

C

  is for clouds
creeping through the cool crisp air



D

      is for deer
        and her delightfully 
          dazzling antlers



      is for deer
        and her delightfully 
          dazzling antlers

E         is for elf
   enjoying  playing 
           the drums 
                with ease



F

is for  fairy
 wearing a fabulous 
	 	 	 			flower	crown



is for  fairy
 wearing a fabulous 
	 	 	 			flower	crown

G is for giraffe
   gracefully watching 
 the glorious 
 green trees



H

        is for  hat
          sitting high 
                     on top of 
                            rabbit’s head



        is for  hat
          sitting high 
                     on top of 
                            rabbit’s head

is for ice cream
        creating imaginary 
    ice puddles 
	 	 	 	 		on	the	floor

I



  is for jellyfish
        
        joyfully swimming 
      through the 
          jade-coloured sea

J



  is for jellyfish
        
        joyfully swimming 
      through the 
          jade-coloured sea

K  is for kitten
 keeping quiet waiting for a kiss



L

is for leaves
 languishing in a 
  lovely leafy park



is for leaves
 languishing in a 
  lovely leafy park

M
is for mermaids
 making memories 
  under the majestic sea



N

is for  nest
 full of new baby birds 
    noisily nipping



is for owl
   occasionally observing 
        her own surroundings

O



P   is for  petal
     perfectly peeking 
	 from	its	pretty	flower



  is for  petal
     perfectly peeking 
	 from	its	pretty	flower Q is for queen

   sitting quietly 
   quoting poetry



R

is for rabbit
 wearing ruby red roses 
on top of her head



is for rabbit
 wearing ruby red roses 
on top of her head

               is for swan
          becoming sleepy under 
           the starry night
 

S



is for tutus
 worn by tiny
   twirling ballerinas

T



is for tutus
 worn by tiny
   twirling ballerinas

U
    is for unicorn
and her unusual and unique horn



V

  is for violin
 and its varied and 
vibrant sound



  is for violin
 and its varied and 
vibrant sound

W

     is for wing
  waving whimsically 
in the wintery wind



X is for xylophone
 exhibiting exquisite music



is for xylophone
 exhibiting exquisite music Y is for young girl

 wearing a yellow daisy chain



Z

   is for zebra
with zany, zigzag stripes


